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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 On 22 June 2017 a DCF09 letter of complaint from Mr D1747 :dated 20 
June 2017 was received by the Immigration Team at Brook House Detention 
Centre. The letter was forwarded to the Professional Standards Unit via Detention 
Services. 

1.2 In the letter Mr L _ P171.7__i stated that on the 20 June 2017 at 08:20 he was in the 
room where medicines are dispensed when an Officer attacked him. 

1.3 Mr L D1747 I further stated that the Officer started abusing him verbally in an 
obscene manner and when Mn [.- Eiff4YThointed this out to him the Officer hit him 
twice in the chest with his fists. 

1.4 Mr L.P1.7.17_1 also stated that whilst still abusing him verbally the Officer threw Mr 
D1747 :ID card under his legs. 

1.5 On his return to his wing, Mr[ D1747 . recalled that he asked the Wing Manager for 
the Officer's name but was not given it. 

1.6 Brook House supplied a CCTV recording of the incident on 20 June 2017 in which 
the Officer is clearly identifiable as DCO Derek Murphy. 

1.7 DCO Murphy completed an Incident Statement, Ref 1439/17, on 20 June 2017 at 
10:45 thereby identifying himself as the Officer involved in the incident. 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

To investigate the complaint allegation made by MrL D1747 :that on 20 June 2017 
he was verbally abused and assaulted by a Detention Custody Officer at Brook 
House IRC. 

To consider and report on whether a disciplinary offence may have been committed 
by any officer involved in the incident and whether relevant local and national 
policies/guidelines were complied with. 

To consider and report on whether there is any learning for any individual or 
organisational learning, including whether any change in policy or practice would 
help to prevent a recurrence of the event, incident or conduct investigated. 

To consider and report on whether the incident highlights any good practice that 
should be disseminated. 
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3. POLICY & GUIDANCE 

3.1 Detention Service Order 03/2015 - Handling of Complaints 

3.1.1 Detention Services Complaints Guidance ensures that the investigation of 
complaints is dealt with effectively and efficiently. This investigation and report has 
been conducted in line with the formal investigation procedures set out in the 
Complaints Guidance. 

3.2 The investigation had been conducted with reference to paragraph 2(3) of Schedule 
11 to the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 and the Detention Centre Rules 2001: 

3.3 Paragraph 2(3) of Schedule 11 to the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 

Schedule 11 Detainee Custody Officers Powers and duties of detainee custody officers 

2(3) As respects a detained person in relation to whom he is exercising 
custodial functions, it is the duty of a detainee custody officer—
(a)to prevent that person's escape from lawful custody; 
(b)to prevent, or detect and report on, the commission or attempted 
commission by him of other unlawful acts; 
(c)to ensure good order and discipline on his part; and 
(d)to attend to his wellbeing. 

3.4 Detention Centre Rules 2001: 

Part IV. Officers of Detention Centres 
General duty of officers 

45. (1)It shall be the duty of every officer to conform to these Rules and the 
rules and regulations of the detention centre, to assist and support the 
manager in their maintenance and to obey his lawful instructions. 
(2) An officer shall inform the manager and the Secretary of State promptly of 
any abuse or impropriety which comes to his knowledge. 
(3) Detainee custody officers exercising custodial functions shall pay special 
attention to their duty under paragraph 2(3)(d) of Schedule 11 to the 
Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 to attend to the well-being of detained 
persons. 
(4) Detainee custody officers shall notify the health care team of any concern 
they have about the physical or mental health of a detainee. 
(5) In managing detained persons, all officers shall seek by their own 
example and leadership to enlist their willing co-operation. 
(6) At all times the treatment of detained persons shall be such as to 
encourage their self-respect, a sense of personal responsibility and tolerance 
towards others. 

4. OFFICER SUBJECT TO INVESTIGATION 

Derek Murphy - Detention Custody Officer Brook House Immigration Removal 
Centre 
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5. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION 

5.1 On 22 June 2017 a letter of complaint from Mr iD1747: dated 20 June 2017 was 
received by the Immigration Team at Brook House Immigration Removal Centre, 
the complaint was forwarded on 29 June 2017 to the Professional Standards Unit. 

5.2 30 June 2017 PSU requested evidence from Brook House ..IRC: 
• CCTV from the Healthcare room incident of Mr D1747 I. Use of Force 

reports 
• Incident reports 
• Details of the staff involved. 
• Details of wing manager `Hailey' referred to lay. MrEifii4f lin his complaint. 
• Witness statements ifrortdbe_opople Mr LD1747 I named in his complaint. 
• Consent to view Mr D1747 medical records. 

5.3 30 June 2017, transfer of ,cri.me_._.s_ent to Sussex Police, Acknowledgment of 
investigation letter sent to Mr D1747 by email via Brook House duty desk. 

3 July 2017, Medical consent form received by PSU, 

5.5 5 July 2017, Crime reference number provided, n_.Sussex Police 47170093247. 
Signed medical consent received from Mr[ D1747 

5.6 6 July 2017, Incident Reports from DCO's Murphy, Brown and Mayne and Use of 
Force DCF2 forms received. Witness statement requested from Mr D71 

Notification reci?ivad._.hv_pmail from Gatwick IRC, Security Collator that the Police 
had visited Mr[ D1747I viewed CCTV and will not be taking any further action. 
Witness statement from Mr L. received by email. 

5.7 14 July 2017, CCTV received from Brook House IRC. Witness statement from 
Ms Kavanagh received. 

5.8 17 July 2017, Invitation to interview sent to Mr 01747 by email. CCTV reviewed 
and summarised. 

5.9 26 July 2017, Interview Mr D1747 at Brook House IRC. 

5.10 27 July 2017, invitation to interview sent to DCO Murphy by email. 

5.11 1 August 2017, interview DCO Murphy at Brook House IRC. 

5.12 7 August 2017, summary of interview sent by email to DCO Murphy. Agreement of 
summary received from DCO Murphy by email 

5.13 8 August 2017, summary of interview sent to Mr I D1747 by email via Immigration 
Team. 
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6. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

6.1 Evidence of Mr  D1747 

6.1.1 Mr1 D1747 !evidence is contained in: 

• Letter of complaint dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix Al) 
• Interview of 26 July 2017 (Appendix A2) 

6.1.2 Mr [ D1747 j stated that he was in Healthcare to get his medication for his mental 
problems. Every week there are different DCOs escorting detainees. There were 
several people in the room at the time. He stated that having taken his medication 
he put his cup in the rubbish bin and moved away from the hatch to make space for 
the next person. 

6.1.3 ,An_.0.ffiner (DCO) then came up to him and said "What you do it, fucking idiot?" Mr 
D1747 !held his hands behind his back and said "Excuse me, what you say?" the 

DCO then hit Mr LR1741._.E in the chest with his fists. Mr1110 1j stated he was 
very shocked that Officers who worked in the Detention Centre could say such 
things. 

6.1.4 J recalled that the DCO hit him very hard, enough to make him take a 
few steps back but could not remember if the DCO pulled his hands back to hit him 
or if it was with hand or fist., 

6.1.5 MrLD. .1. said "What you doing?" the DC0_thentried to hit him again but Mr 
i D1747 I pushed the DCO's hands down. Mr D1747 I was not sure if the DCO 
followed him backwards but did recall he was in the middle of the room. He also 
stated there were maybe five (5) other detainees and three (3) or four (4) Officers. 

6.1.6 One of the detainees came between them to help Mr [ D1747 because the DCO 
was[ Irrelevant and Sensitive

6.1.7 Mr r ii1747j recalled that maybe another DCO held DCO Murphy but was not sure, 
he aid-Teel however, that the detainee who came between them did so to keep 
DCO Murphy away from Mr D1747

i 
6.1.8 DCO Brown then took Mr L._ D1747 ! out of the room and told him to relax. Mr 

1 D1747 i stated that DCO Murphy was still verbally abusing him and shouting. 

6.1.9 The first DCO, who had hit Mr [ D1747 j, then came and threw Mrt.rp17 47__] ID 
card at his feet saying something like "you fucking idiot wanker". Mr L D1747 'ptated 
that he was shocked and still could not believe it. 

6.1.10 When asked, MrL p1747_ stated he saw DCO Murphy throw the card. 

6.1.11 Mr L.D1747 J later called the police to report the incident. Mr_ .D1747 I stated he also 
asked the lady Manggpr on his wing, for the DCO's name but she said that she did 
not know it. stated that one (1 ) hour later the lady DCM came back 
saying she had the DCOs name but Mr [1.074:7ii told her he did not need it now as 
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he was going to complain. 

6.1.12 MrE D1747 confirmed he had spoken to the Police about a month ago and had 
given them no other evidence than he had already supplied. 

6.1.13 Mr Lp1747 !stated that it was a lie that he had his medication in his left hand and 
only pretended to take it. He stated that he needed the medication so why would he 
not take it. He also stated that DCO Murphy may have thought he had not taken the 
pills but Mr 01747 j put the empty pill container and water cup in the rubbish bin. 
ja.L._.111147._. recalled that there may have still been some water in the cup. Mr 

D1747 stated that DCO Murphy did not ask him "not to be silly' but said "what you 
doing fucking idiot". 

6.1.14 Mr [1.01747._.i confirmed he had no injuries, was not hurt, did not go to Healthcare 
and the incident would not be mentioned on his health record. There was no visible 
bruising or redness as MrL.D1747._.lhas tattoos on his chest. 

6.1.15 Mr 01747 stated maybe DCO Murphy and he were quite close together, maybe 
too close, but he did not know if close or too close. Mr El:(-;. 11 also stated that he 
was calm but sometimes people think he is shouting because when he is nervous 
he speaks louder and quicker. 

6.1.16 When asked to comment.on Mr statement that MrLD1747 
l

went close to 
DCO Murphy, did not agree. When a.skeca_lie accepted that was how 
it appeared from Mr perspective, Mr LD1747 I made no comment. Mr 
L._ D1747 ithen stated "next time I promise I smash this guy ..... who touch me I 
smash as well .. but me I have to go to prison" 

6.1.17 When asked to comment on Mr I D71 ;statement that, in his opinion, the Officer 
did not do anything wrong and that Mr t_ 01747 "got in his face". Mr D1747_ did 
not think he could have thought that. 

6.1.18 When asked, Mr [ D1747 ;stated he did not understand why Mr 'L D71 iNitness 
statement agreed with those of the DCO's. Mr L.91747._._.ithought maybe, as the 
detainee was there, he has problems as well. He did not know the detainee so 
could not say what was going on in other people's heads. 

6.1.19 Mr 01747 stated he did not know why his version disagreed with the Officer 
witnesses but he thought it a simple answer that they were all working together and 
were taking care of each other. 

6.2 Evidence of DCO Murphy 

6.2.1 DCO Murphy's evidence is contained in: 

• Incident Report Dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix B1) 
• Summary of Interview 1 August 2017 (Appendix B2) 

6.2.3 DCO Murphy stated he was escorting a detainee from Eden (E) wing to healthcare 
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for medication. Whilst there he noticed Mr D1747 !pretend to take his medication 
(meds) but actuAlitie_palmed (concealed) the pills in his left hand. DCO Murphy 
approached Mr D1747 and told him to take his meds and that he could not keep 
it. 

6.2.4 Mr_  i  01747 became angry at this point and threw his cup of water on the floor. Mr 
LD1747 I started shouting and came very close to DCO Murphy, into his personal 
space. 

6.2.5 When _asked, DCO Murphy stated that he had no prior suspicions about Mr 
D1747 !but he watched all the detainees as it is part.othis._lob to make sure they 

iak.e-Iffeir'meds. DCO Murphy did not know why Mr1D1747 1did not take his meds 
but after he had thrown his water on the floor Mr L. did take his meds as 
asked. DCO Murphy stated that, if Mr L.P.1.747._jhad already taken them, he could 
not then have taken them when asked to by DCO Murphy, therefore he must have 
palmed them originally. 

6.2.6 .V.Nmen._psked if he had said "What are you doing you fucking idiot", as_claimed,by Mr 
D1747 DCO Murphy stated he had not said that but had told Mr D1747 !not to 

be silly. 

6.2.7 When interviewed, Mr D1747 !stated he was shocked that an officer would speak 
like that, when asked for, comment, DCO Murphy confirmed that he had not said 
that and added that if Mr D1747 iwas in shock it was only because he had been 
caught palming his meds. 

6.2.8 DCO Murphy recalled that after he had thrown his water on the floor, MrLD1747
moved more into the middle of the room, was upset and getting aggressive. His 
head was for.vvaraand very close to DCO Murphy's face. DCO Murphy could not 
recall if Mr! D1747 I hands were raised as Mr i D1747 :was "in my face". L._ i 

. , . 
6.2.9 DCO Murphy stated that Mr[ D1747_1_15. about the i Irrelevant amd Sensitive

: Irrelevant amd Sensitive" He assumes Mr1 D1747 i became angry and aggressive because . 
he had been caught. 

6.2.10 DCO Murphy_stated he thought he was about to be assaulted, maybe head butted 
by Mr[ D1747 DCO Murphy stated, when asked, that he was absolutely clear in 
his mind about feeling threatened by Mr D1747 

6.2.11 DCO Murphy stated he could not have confused speaking loudly because he was 
nervous, as Mr iP1747_ : claims, with anger and aggression. DCO Murphy stated 
that he knows the difference between the two and was not in any doubt. 

6.2.12 When asked about Mri_._.D1747.__.1 Identification (ID) card, DCO Murphy stated that 
lie_.1-100.hpnded it to another detainee who, as far as he knows, gave it back to Mr 

01747 (though DCO Murphy did not see how or when. 

6.2.13 peO_Muyphy accounted for the differences between his account and that of Mr 
D1747 as Mr! 01747 I was caught and then got angry whilst DCO Murphy was 

doing his job. 
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6.2.14 DCO Murphy stated that he did not speak to any of the other DCOs, present at the 
time, before co.mplpting._.,his statement, there was no previous history between 
himself and Mr L._Piig_.jand has been no contact since._ DCO Murphy did state, 
however, that since the incident, whenever he passes Mr D1747 ;and his friends 
they speak in Polish and laugh. 

6.3 Evidence of DCO Brown 

6.3.1 DCO Brown's evidence is contained in: 

• Incident Statement dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix C) 

6.3.2 DCO Brown stated he was in Healthcare on 20 June 2017 when Mr: D1747 :" was 
going to take his medication but he hid the tablet in his left hand and pretended to 
take it" 

6.3.3 DCO Brown stated " DCO Murphy saw him put the medication in his left hand and 
told him to take his medication again". 

6.3.4 Mr: D1747 then got up close to DCO Murphy's face whilst shouting and screaming 
in anger. 

6.3.5 DCO Murphy then pushed Mr L01747 _;away to "keep him at a safe distance". 

6.3.6 Other detainees in Healthcare at the time separated Mr from DCO 
Murphy. DCO Brown then told Mr 01747_ 1 it was time to return to A Wing and 
escorted him back there. 

6.4 Evidence of DCO Mayne 

6.4.1 DCO Mayne's evidence is contained in: 

• Incident Statement dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix D) 

6.4.2 DCO Mayne stated she was in Healthcare on 20 June 2017, Mit 01747 ;was at the 
desk for his medication and she heard DCO Murphy ask take his 
coeds. 

6.4.3 Mr 01717.__E started to get angry and, for no reason threw his cup of water on the 
floor. DCO Murphy stepped in and asked Mrilli411011"What wrong". 

6.4.4 DCO Mayne stated Mr I_ 017471ggt_close to DCO Murphy's face whereupon DCO 
Murphy "gently pushed" Mr _ P1717._ away. 

6.4.5 Mr f D1747 j then went for DCO Murphy and other detainees jumped in, stopped Mr 
D1747 ;and took him into a corner. 

6.4.6 DCO Mayne identified one of these detainees as Mr D71 
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6.4.7 DCO Mayne stated DCO Brown took Mr 1 01747 ;outside Mr i D1747 Was giving L._ 
DCO Murphy abuse. 

6.5 Evidence of Mr D71 

6.5.1 Mr L D71 !evidence is contained in: 

• Witness Statement written by DCM Brackenridge at Mr D71 

request, signed, witnessed and dated 6 July 2017 (Appendix E) 

6.5.2 Mr 1371 witnessed an Officer push Mr [ D1747 1 as he encroached on his 
personal space. 

6.5.3 Mr D71 did not believe the Officer did anything wrong as Mr D1747 `got in his 
face unnecessarily". 

6.6 Evidence Wing Manager DCM Kananagh 

DCM Kavanagh's evidence is contained in: 

• Email Statement dated 12 July 2017 (Appendix F) 

6.6.1 DCM Kavanagh stated Mr LD1747 spoke to her on A Wing but it was difficult to 
understand him as he was angry about something and was speaking very quickly, 
with a strong accent and she could not get any facts. 

6.6.2 DCM Kavanagh recalled she asked Mr 1110:ifilito fill in a complaint form but he 
refused and kept mentioning the Police. 

6.6.3 Mr i D1747 asked for a member of staff's name, DCM Kavanagh thought it may 
have been "Derek from Eden Wing" but stated she genuinely could not remember 
his surname. 

6.6.4 When requested by Mr 01747__; DCM Kavanagh gave him her name. 

6.6.5 DCM Kavanagh spoke to Mr L131747 _j later in the day after he had calmed down but 
stated "he refused to speak to me". 

6.7 CCTV. 

Summary of CCTV evidence is contained in: 

• Summary of CCTV (Appendix G) 

6.7.1 Brook House IRC provided one disk of footage recorded on 20 June 2017 in the 
Healthcare room. Recorded footage covers the majority of the .incident, from DCO 
Murphy entering the room to the door closing after Mr D1747 i had been escorted 
from the room. The disks and recordings are retained in the investigation folders. 

6.7.2 Duration of recording is 5 minutes 35 seconds, from 08:12:57 to 08:18:32. 
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Recording shows: 

6.7.3 08:15:39 — 08:15:43 - DCO Murphy looking toward Mr L D1747 iand starts to move 
toward him. 

6.7.4 08:15:43 — DCO Murphy appears to be talking to Mr LP1.747. 

6.7.5 08:15:53 — Mr D1747 t turns toward DCO Murphy with his head forwards, both 
have arms by their sides. 

6.7.6 08:15:54.499 - DCO Murphy takes a small step forward, Mr D1747 leans toward 
him, head forward and appears to be shouting. 

6.7.7 08:15:54.967 - DCO Murphy retains a passive stance, Mr t D1747 has a square 
stance, head forward close to DCO Murphy's face. Mr D1747 appears the more 
aggressive of the two. 

6.7.8 08:15:55.499 — DCO Murphy raises both hands, left loosely and partially closed, 
right open. 

6.7.9 08:15:55.967 — Mr D1747 .has stepped back, head forward and upward, arms 
back, leaning forward. 

6.7.10 08:15:59.499 — DCO Murphy raises left arm to chest level. Mr [ D1747 head 
forward close to DCO Murphy's face, appears to be shouting. 

6.7.11 08:15:59.967 — Space has opened between Mr D1747 and DCO_Munty_ whose 
arms are at chest level, hands open. Appears to have pushed Mr L 01747 _jaway. 
Mr [ 01747 1 has hands at waist level, hands open. 

6.7.12 08:16:00 — 08:16:14 — A detainee has moved between Mr [_ 01747 1 and DCO 
Murphy, a second detainee is standing behind Mr LD1747_ j holding him by the 
shoulder. 

6.7.13 08:16:17 — Medical staff member hands a white item, possibly a card, to DCO 
Murphy. 

6.7.14 08:16:19 — DCO Brown escorts Mr 01747 I from the room. 

6.7.15 08:16:20 — DCO Murphy hands the white item to a detainee. 

6.7.16 08:16:23 — Detainee appears to throw the white item through the open door at floor 
level. DCO Murphy is walking back down the room, not facing the door. 

6.8 Police Investigation 

Security Collator notification evidence is contained in: 

• Email from Security collator, Gatwick IRCs supplying notification of 
Police action (Appendix H) 
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6.8.1 Email from Security Collator, Gatwick IRCs dated 6 July 2017 containing summary 
of Police involvement. 

6.8.2 Police spoke to Mr_ _D1747 "on Tuesday', this is assumed to refer to 4 July 2017. 

6.8.3 Police requested CCTV recording of the incident. 

6.8.4 Having viewed CCTV evidence, PoJice_conquded DCO Murphy was not at fault and 
within his rights to openly push Mr [ D1747 1away as he had entered DCO Murphy's 
space in an aggressive manner. 

6.8.5 CCTV evidence does not support Mr D1747 version of events and there was no 
wrongdoing by DCO Murphy. 

6.8.6 Police advised they would not be taking the matter any further. 
6.9 Medical Evidence 

Mr ! D1747 medical record is contained in : 

• Patient Record (Appendix J) 

6.9.1 Record shows details of treatments and reviews from 19 June 2017 to 05 July 2017. 

6.9.2 Record contains no reference to any injury sustained in the chest area on, or after, 
20 June 2017. 

7 CONSIDERATION OF EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Allegation: On 20 June 2017 at 8:20 in Brook House IRC, Healthcare, Mr1 D1747 I 
was attacked by DCO_Murphy_pho initially abused him verbally in an obscene 
manner and then hit MrL61747 (twice in the chest with his fists. Whilst still abusing 
him verbally DCO Murphy threw Mr [ D1747 11D card at his feet. 

7.2 Review 

7.2.1 DCO Murphy stated he was escorting a detainee from Eden (E) wing to healthcare 
for medication. Whilst there he noticed Mr pretend to take his medication 
(meds) but actually he palmed (concealed) the pills in his left hand. DCO Murphy 
approached Mr Lp1747._._. and told him to take his meds and that he could not keep 
it. 

7.2.2 Mr!---6.1 .-1 stated that it was a lie that he had his medication in his left hand and 
only pretended to take it. He stated that he needed the medication so why would he 
not take it. Healsostated that DCO Murphy may have thought he had not taken the 
pillsbutyrii_._.P_1117_._._.iput the empty pill container and water cup in the rubbish bin. 
Mr D1747 recalled that there may have still been some water in the cup. Mr 

[ D1747 stated that DCO Murphy did not ask him "not to be silly' but said "what you 
doing fucking idiot". 
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7.2.3 When asked, DCO Murphy stated that he had no prior suspicions about Mr 
D1747 but he watched all the detainees as it is part of his job to make sure they 

take their meds. DCO Murphy did not know why Mr D1747 did not take his meds 
but after he had thrown his water on the floor Mr ;_._._._._._._._._._._;did take his meds as 
asked. DCO Murphy stated that, if Mr Lp1747._. 1 had already taken them, he could 
not then have taken them when asked to by DCO Murphy, therefore he must have 
palmed them originally. 

7.2.4 DCO Mayne stated she was in Healthcare on 20 June 2017, Mr 01747 !was at the 
desk for his medication and she heard DCO Murphy ask Mr 01747 to take his 
meds. 

7.2.5 Following the DCO's approach Mr LD1.747 j stated he held his hands behind his 
back and said "Excuse me, what you say?" the DCO then hit Mr L D1747 in the 
chest with his fists. Mr i_._p1717 .1 stated he was very shocked that Officers who 
worked in the Detention Centre could say such things. 

7.2.6 When interviewed, Mr Lp1747_ 1stated he was shocked that an officer would speak 
like that, when asked for comment, DCO Murphy confirmed that he had not said 
that and added that if Mr P1747_ was in shock it was only because he had been 
caught palming his meds, he assumes Mrs liffii became angry and aggressive 
because he had been caught. 

7.2.7 DCO Murphy recalled that after he had thrown his water on the floor, Mr L01.747 J 
moved more into the middle of the room, was upset and getting aggressive. His 
head was forward and very close to DCO Murphy's_ face. DCO Murphy could not 
recall if Mr! 017-4-• 1 hands were raised as Mr Lp1747._.1was "in my face". 

7.2.8 Mr1 D1747 ;stated maybe DCO Murphy and he were, quite_  together, maybe 
too close, but he did not know if close or too close. MrE D1747 1also stated that he 
was calm but sometimes people think he is shouting because when he is nervous 
he speaks louder and quicker. 

7.2.9 DCO Murphy stated he could not have confused speaking loudly because he was 
nervous, as Mr i D1747 : claims, with anger and aggression. DCO Murphy stated 
that he knows the difference between the two and was not in any doubt. 

7.2.10 Mr 01747 recalled that the DCO hit him very hard, enough to make him take a 
few steps back but could not remember if the DCO pulled his hands back to hit him 
or if it was with hand or fist. 

7.2.11 DCO Murphy_ stated he thought he was about to be assaulted, maybe head butted 
by Mr L D1747 i. DCO Murphy stated, when asked, that he was absolutely clear in 
his mind about feeling threatened by Mr1 D1747 

7.2.12 Mr : D1747 said "What you doing?" the DCO then tried to hit him again but Mr 
__p1747___: pushed the DCO's hands down. Mr 01747 ;was not sure if the DCO 
followed him backwards but did recall he was in the middle of the room. He also 
stated there were maybe five (5) other detainees and three (3) or four (4) Officers. 
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7.2.13 One of the detainees came between them to help MrL P1747_ : because the DCO 
was twice as big as he was. 

7.2.14 DCO Murphy stated that Mr i D1747 Is about the; Irrelevant and Sensitive 
Irrelevant and Sensitive

7.2.15 Mr D1747 i recalled that maybe another DCO held DCO Murphy but was not sure, 
he did feel, however, that the_.cletainee who came between them did so to keep 
DCO Murphy away from Mr L D1747 

7.2.16 DCO Brown then took Mr D1747 I out of the room and told him to relax. Mr 
D1747 :stated that DCO Murphy was still verbally abusing him and shouting. 

7.2.17 The first DCO, who had hit Mr ! D1747 i then came and threw Mr D1747 ID 
card at his feet saying something like "you fucking idiot wanker". Mr ! D1747 stated 
that he was shocked and still could not believe it. 

7.2.18 When asked about Mr _._._.D1747_.__ Identification (ID) card, DCO Murphy stated that 
he had handed it to another detainee who, as far as he knows, gave it back to Mr 

D1747 though DCO Murphy did not see how or when. 

7.2.19 Mr D1747 ;confirmed he had no injuries, was not hurt, did not go to Healthcare 
and the incident would not be mentioned on his health record. There was no visible 
bruising or redness as Mrs D1747 has tattoos on his chest. 

7.2.20 Witness statements from DCO Brown, DCO Mayne and Mr D71 3 all support 
DCO Murphy's account of the incident. 

7.2.21 When asked to comment on Mr 071 (statement that Mr` D1747 1 went close to 
DCO Murphy, Mr L.p.1.7.17_ j did not agree. When asked if he accepted that was how 
it appeared from Mr D71 perspective, Mr 1D1747 made no comment. Mr 
[ D1747 I then stated "next time I promise I sm.4STF11-fi uy ..... who touch me 
.̀ .ifi-a§l-f-d's well .. but me I have to go to prison" 

7.2.22 When asked to comment on Mr L. D71 istatement that, in his opinion, the Officer 
did not do anything wrong and that Mr [1.101 .-1_1 "got in his face". Mr !_.D1747_ did 
not think he could have thought that. 

7.2.23 When asked, Mr i__ D1747 stated he did not understand why Mr L_ D71 ; witness 
statement agreed with those of the DCO's. Mr D1747 thought maybe, as the 
detainee was there, he has problems as well. He did not know the detainee so 
could not say what was going on in other people's heads. 

7.2.24 
Mr D1747 stated he did not know why his version disagreed with the Officer 
witnesses but he thought it a simple answer that they were all working together and 
were taking care of each other. 

7.2.25 
DCO Murphy accounted for the differences between his account and that of Mr 
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I_._ D1747 1 as Mr 01747 was caught and then got angry whilst DCO Murphy was 
doing his job. 

7.2.26 DCO Murphy stated that he did not speak to any of the other DCOs, present at the 
time, before completirtg his statement, there was no previous history between 
himself and Mr __D1747__  and has been no contact since.DC0Murphy did state, 

._however, that since the incident, whenever he passes Mr 01747 and his friends 
they speak in Polish and laugh. 

7.2.27 Mr L D1747_.  also stated that the day after the incident he saw the DCO give a pack 
of tobacco to the detainee who came between them. 

7.2.28 DCO Murphy stated that he does not smoke and did not give any detainee a packet 
of tobacco since the incident, as claimed by Mr D1747 

7.2.29 Mr D1747 ;confirmed he had spoken to the Police about a month ago and had 
given them no other evidence than he had already supplied. 

7.2.30 CCTV recording does not capture the initial aspect of the incident where DCO 
Murphy alleges Mr [ 01717__ i concealed his medication, only taking it when 
requested to by DCO Murphy. 

7.2.31 CCTV recording does, however, capture the_ remainder of the incident including the 
use of force by DCO Murphy to push Mil_ 01747_ away from him. 

7.3 Conclusion 

7.3.1 It appears that this incident was initiated by DCO Murphy's belief that Mr ilf-i1.47._1 
had not taken his medication but had concealed it instead. Whilst there is no visible 
evidence to support this belief, DCO Brown stated that Mr D1747 concealed the 
medication, though he does not make clear whether he saw him or just understood 
that to be the case from DCO Murphy's actions. DCO Mayne, however, stated that 
she heard DCO Murphy ask Mr LD1747_ j to take his coeds which tends to support 
DCO Murphy's assertion. 

7.3.2 Regarding what DCO Murphy said to Mr D1747 other than the two conflicting 
statements there is little evidence tosqpp_ort eifher version. DCO Mayne stated that 
she heard DCO Murphy ask Mr b1747 i "What wrong" but this was after Mr 
D1747 :started to get angry. CCTV recording does not have an audio track. 

7.3.3 DCO Murphy is quite clear in his assertion that Mr LD1747 !became angry and 
aggressive following the DCO's initial approach regarding the medication. This is 
supported by the witness statements, including that of anothe,r_dtaln.qe who can 
not reasonably be considered to have any vested interest. Mr LP17417._.1 does state 
that, the day after the incident, DCO Murphy gave a packet of tobacco to the 
detainee who came between them, but there is no evidence to support this 
statement and DCO Murphy refutes it. 
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7.3.4 Mr L__D1747__ asserts that he remained calm but was shocked by the way DCO 
Murphy spoke to him. He accepts however that, when nervous, he can speak loudly 
and quickly, which may be mistaken for anger. 

7.3.5 CCTV recording gives visible evidence, through body language, posture, facial 
expression and proximity, which_a_optears to support DCO Murphy's assertion, and 
that of the witnesses, that MrL D1747 became angry and pooLessive rather than 
simply speaking loudly and quickly. It also confirms that Mr L 01747 j put his head 
forward with his face close to DCO Murphy's whilst appearing to shout at him. 

7.3.6 With regard to the use of force by DCO Murphy, he stated that in his mind he had a 
clearly held belief that he was about to be attacked and felt threatened. Mr L D1747 ! 
is of similar height_ and., was pushing his face close to that of DCO Murphy. 
Combining Mr L_P1747. _] stance, shouting and proximity it can be understood why 
DCO Murphy would hold such a belief. Again, witness statements, including that of 
another detainee, support DCO Murphy's perception. Other than the lack of audio 
evidence, the CCTV recording tends to give credence to the belief being genuine. 

7.3.7 Based on this evidence it would appear that DCO Murphy was justified in his use of 
force to move Mr D1747 away from him. Mr:, D1747 was moved backwards, out 
of DCO Murphy's personal space, by the push but not to a great distance, Mr 

_ D1747 _ stated "a few steps". This is supported by the CCTV recording, which 
indicates that the level of force used was of a magnitude sufficient for its purpose 
but does not appear excessive. 

7.3.8 Mr [ D1747 : did not complain of any injury, did not go to Healthcare for any 
medication or painkillers, had no visible bruising or reddening, though such may not 
have been obvious because of his tattoos, and there is no medical evidence of the 
alleged attack on his medical records. This lack of physical medical evidence, whilst 
not conclusive in itself, does tend to support that the level of force used was not 
above that of a push. 

7.3.9 With regard to Mr[_._._P1747._.__I Identity Card, DCO Murphy stated that he passed the 
card to another detainee and is unaware of what happened to it subsequently. Mr 

I D1747 __I stated that, after he had been escorted from the room, he saw DCO 
Murphy throw it "under my legs", which has been clarified as "at his feet". 

7.3.10 CCTV recording clearly shows DCO Murphy pass an item to a detainee in the room 
and then turn away from the door. At no point, after Mr D1747 was escorted from 
the room, did DCO Murphy approach the door. 

7.3.11 CCTV recording further shows the detainee, with the item from DCO Murphy, 
approach the door, bend down and slide somethin.gLaloncii the floor through the gap. 
It is reasonable to assume that this item is Mr I._ D1747 ID card and is consistent 
with it being thrown at his feet. Considering the CCTV recording evidence it is hard 
to accept Mr D1747 !assertion that he saw DCO Murphy throw the ID card as 
DCO Murphy clearly did not do so. 

7.3.12 Evidence in respect of this part of the allegation casts doubt on the veracity of Mr 
D1747 :statement. 
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7.3.13 Despite the lack of corroborative evidence as to Mr concealing his 
medication, all the available evidence, from witnesses and CCTV recording, tend to 
support DCO Murphy's account of proceedings. His experience as a DCO lends 
further credence to his assertion that he recognises the difference between nervous 
shouting and true anger and aggression. Available evidence supports his conviction 
that Mr i D1747 constituted a threat and was justified in pushing him back, out of 
his personal space. 

7.3.14 Based on the evidence, I find the allegation to be unsubstantiated. 

8 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

No recommendations to be made as a result of this investigation. 

Name: Name: 

Grade: Grade: 

Skirled:  Signed: 

Date: Date: 
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Appendix list 

• Letter of complaint dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix Al) 
• Interview of 26 July 2017 (Appendix A2) 
• Incident Report Dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix B1) 
• Summary of Interview 1 August 2017 (Appendix B2) 
• Incident Statement dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix C) 
• Incident Statement dated 20 June 2017 (Appendix D) 
• Witness Statement written at MrL D71 (Appendix E) 

request by DCM Brackenridge, signed, 
witnessed and dated 6 July 2017 

• Email Statement dated 12 July 2017 (Appendix F) 
• Summary of CCTV (Appendix G) 
• Email from Security collator, Gatwick IRCs 

supplying notification of Police action. (Appendix H) 
• Patient Record (Appendix J) 
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